Ultrasensitive Fluorescence Lifetime Tuning in Patterned Polymer Composite Nanofibers with Plasmonic Nanostructures for Multiplexing.
Regulating fluorescence lifetime of lanthanide nanocomposites is highly desired for optical multiplexing applications, for instance, security printing, anticounterfeiting, and data storage. Herein, sensitive fluorescence lifetime tuning in nanocomposite fibers is reported which are composed of silica-coated gold nanorods assembled in Eu-polystyrene nanofibers. The prepared nanofibers possess unique properties of tunable fluorescence lifetime and distinct textured patterns together with superior flexibility and superhydrophobicity. In a single 612 nm emission channel, over ten different populations of fluorescence lifetime from the range of 322-551 µs are harvested. Thanks to the tunable fluorescence lifetime and different textured patterns, a security pattern to demonstrate optical multiplexing applications is designed. The security pattern hides the real information of "69" in a noticeable scene that shows fake information "8" under UV radiation or "13" by only watching their pattern structures.